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Social work or political work?
Political change or social seroice? Ifindividuals change and become more critical
ofthe systemic structures that affect them,
is that organizing? Probably most activistJ
for radical social change wouU say ''of
course, "but ifthe change occurs while
participating in a support group for battered women, an ESL class, a self-defense
c/,ass, or a neighborhood effort to rid the
community ofharmful lawn chemicals...
some might be more apt to question the
project's worth as a means toward social
justice.
These are o/,d questions for those ofus
involved in work for social change, but,
like a wt ofoU questions, they remain
unresolved. For radical foundations like
RESIST, the questions are ever more pressing as more and more groups find they
can no wnger get government fonding/or
their "social seroice"projects, and more
mainstream foundations and private corporations are wath to touch anything that
hints ofa more transformative agenda.
During our 25th anniversary year
RESIST is woking back into our history
to re-examine some ofthese "o/,d questions, "so that we can attempt to illuminate the issues based on our more recent
experiences. In this issue, we reprint an
essay written by Ann Withorn in 1977,
"The Politics ofServing the People. "
Withorn was at that time working on
women and labor issues and was on the
Board of Radical America. Her article
continued on page two
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Grassroots Report:

Creating Everybody's
News
RACHEL MARTIN
''Do not let your differences pull you
apart. Use them, examine them, go
through them."
Poet Audre Lorde
Inside this pencil
crouch words that have never been
written

never been spoken
never been thought...
Poet W.S. Merwin

F

or five months last fall and winter,
eleven low-income African American, Latina and white women in
Boston came together to talk and write.
Survival News, a newspaper produced··
by low-income women and their allies,
had joined with a community-based
Latina program, a project for African
American women in recovery, and an
advocacy center for homeless and formerly homeless women (Mujeres
Unidas en Acci6n, WINGS, and My

Sister's Place) to produce a special issue
of the newspaper on race. The issue
received Resist funding, and we came to
call it Everybody's News.
As the project progressed, producing an issue "on race" came to mean
publishing articles based on discussions
and writing on what poverty woks like
in Roxbury {a community of color in
Boston), Saugus (a white suburb) and
Santo Domingo. How malnourished
children beg for food from the tables of
outdoor restaurants in Honduras; how
the malnourishment here takes its toll
more slowly. Articles that reflect the
way common themes are experienced
differently by African American, Latina
and white women. The feelings of helplessness that come from knowing you
can't turn to authorities for protection
- when your abuser is your husband
and a member of the local police
department; when you are cheated out
of life savings by lawyers you hired in
order to gain legal immigrant status.
And it meant coming to grips with the
continued on page six

continuedfrom page one

became part ofthe research for a book she
published in 1984 Serving the People:
Social Services and Social Change.

(Columbia University Press, 1984).
Withorn will be responding to her own
essay in the next issue ofRESIST.
Rachel Martin's article in this issue is
a grassroots report on the process ofproducing Everybody's News, a special issue
of Survival News. This paper, produced
by low-income women and their advocates, is an overtly political project; the
writers take critical aim at the social services they depend on and the bureaucratic
structures that constrain their lives.
However, the writing itselfchanges participants in ways that aren't easy to describe
- and may well be the most important
political outcome ofthe work.
We invite readers to respond to these
articles with letters and commentary
address~ng the themes raised here, as well
as those revealed by other articles we will
reprint during the year. Join us as we consider our history and try to imagine our
way forward.

P~WttrTO)IJ'
November 28 & 291 1992
Join thousands around
the world in this international protest against
violent toys.
Children learn values through
their play. Violent play teaches
that violence solves conflict. If
we want peace in our communities, we must begin by creating
a peaceful and Just world in
every child's toy box.
~
Stop War Toys Campajgn Packet

Includes background information,
organizing ideas, toy alternatives,
sample stickers and more. $7 each.
No More War Toys Video. One-hour
video of a live cable call-in show.
discussing the impacts of toys that
encourage violence and stereotyping
1n our children and society and what
you can do. ½. VHS. $20 each.
Oilldren & Nonviolence Campajgn/
WRL, 339 Lafayette St., NYC 10012,

or call (212)228-0450.
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RESIST received this letter sent to the than ONE MILLION AMERICANS
organizations that had been supported by ARE ALREADY INFECTED WITH
Gary Reynolds, who recently died of HIY. More than half are dead.
AIDS.
Dear Friends,
Gary Reynolds died of AIDS on
June 10th, 1991. He was 26 years old.
Please remove his name from your
mailing lists ...
Gary was an active and extraordinarily intelligent young man who was
infected with HN disease when he was
a twenty year old college student. His
mistake of not recognizing his risk for
HN disease was due in large part to the
complete failure of the Reagan and
Bush administrations to deal with this
epidemic in any civilized or effective
manner. Gary is one of many hundreds
of thousands of young Americans, who
have been, are, or will be infected with
this disease. He can no longer read your
letters or publications, subscribe to your
causes, or send donations. In total more

I urge you to express your individual and corporate political power by lobbying, writing, and phoning your Federal and State elected officials and tell
them the AIDS epidemic is still
increasing dramatically! (Infections
double every fourteen months in the 14
to 25 year old population.) All AIDS
funding needs to be expanded and not
cut! One cure is prevention and that
takes more spending to achieve. The
other is effective research, which the
United States, of all countries in the
world can afford.
Sincerely,
Terry Cavanagh
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

1492-1992:

NEW VISIONS
NEW ALLIANCES
While many see the imies of Colwnbus'
invasion as 500 years in the past, there
are about 1.4 million original North
Americans among us today. They face a
wide range of life and death issues to
which newer Americans are often blind.
1492-1992: NEW VISIONS, NEW ALLIANCF.S p-ovides insights into the Europe

from which Columbus lawiched his voyages, a more realistic portrayal of North
American history following the European
invasion, and examples of the battles Native Americans must still fight today. 30
pp. $4 each, $2.S0 for 15 or more.

Return to:

ILLEGITIMATE AUTIIORlff
,a..,d."1, ~-.J ~ ~e "67

For Information and 1ranl 1uldellnts write lo:
Rnl1(, One Summer SI., Somervllle, MA 02143

The Resist News/el/er i~ published ten
times a year by Resist, Inc., One Summer
Street, Somerville, MA 02143 . (617)
623-5110. The views expressed in articles,
other than editorials, are those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the Resist staff or board .
Resist Staff:

Nancy Wechsler
Nancy Moniz
Tatiana Schreiber

Typesetting :

Wayne Curtis

Printing :

Red Sun Press . ...,

Mobiliz.ation for Survival
328 Flatbush Ave., Suite 155
Brooklyn, NY 1123 8
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I Looking Back 15 Years
to: October, 1977. Ann Withorn wrote:
The Politics of
Serving the People
Since the late sixties a lot
of us who think of ourselves as
leftists or radicals have chosen
to deliver some day-to-day helping service as part of our
political work. Radical health
clinics, therapy groups, unemployment and housing clinics (to
name only a few) , have been
founded with varying degrees of
socialist and feminist politics.
Some of these efforts have folded. Others have continued but
are under constant financial and
political pressures. People who
work in these movement service
projects talk of the danger of
becoming burnt out, or alternatively, of losing political
direction and becoming "just
another community service." In
general, throughout the left,
there is a good deal of doubt
about the importance of service
activity for the achievem~nt of
feminist or socialist goals, and
about the priority which movement members should place upon
service work. Yet we continue to
provide services, despite all
the political doubts and material problems.
The contradictions and problems which we experience are not
new. Early twentieth-century
feminists in the Women' s Trade
Union League and Women's Christian Temperance Union delivered
services under similar pressures. Left-leaning trade unionists founded organizations like
the Workman' s Circle to provide
services to anti-capitalist
workers, but then disagreed over
how integrated such work should
be with other union or socialist
activity. Communist Party members delivered services within
the Unemployment Councils and
the CIO unions in the 1930s and
1940s, but the Party itself
never seemed to seriously support such work and certainly
never developed a coherent posi-
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tion on the relationship of service activity to other political
activity. And in the sixties
themselves, services played an
important, but usually unacknowledged role in the activity
of SDS' s community action project, ERAP.
What, then, are the prospects of combining political
activity with service activity?
Is it possible to defend service
work in terms of socialist or
feminist goals? And, perhaps
most important, can we personally and collectively handle the
special pressures which come
from trying to address individual problems while continuing to
work for more long-range political goals?
These questions became critical to me as I tried to work in
a parent-run child care setting
in the early seventies. As the
immediate pressures of trying to
provide quality care for children (much less to raise feminist and socialist consciousness) began to overwhelm me, I
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began to wonder how - such activity was connected to my broader
political goals. Yet when I had
been a full-time movement person, running from one study
group to the next organizational
meeting, I had felt terribly
unconnected from the real lives
and real issues of normal people. Part of the solution for me
was to try to see how other
activists and radicals had dealt
with the problem. This led me to
study early efforts to provide
continued on next page

During our twenty-fifth year, we
will be reprinting items of interest
from prior years. We hope to spark
additional memories, as well as ideas
for "Looking Forward" articles on ·
related topics. So, if you have ideas
for areas that we should explore as
we look to our future, please let us
know. We anticipate a lively year of
recollection, reflection, commentary
and debate in these pages.

Page Time

Politics and Service
continuedfrom page three
services in a political context
and also to lo9k at what has
happened when contemporary
groups - women's health groups,
the Black Panthers, the United
Farm Workers (UFW), and SDS have tried to provide services.
Out of this study I have come to
feel strongly that it is essential that leftists understand
the links between broader politics and day-to-day service
activity, but it is also critical that we comprehend why it is
often so hard to combine the
two.

Nhy Provide Services?
There are many logical reasons for providing services as
socialists or feminists. First,
we can see that a major way to
attract new people to our position is to do something which
relates to their personal needs.
There is much movement rhetoric
about relating to the needs of
people, but it ll true that when
the UFW helps workers get unemployment, or the women's movement helps women obtain abortions and health information,
they are responding to real
needs and also showing people
that the union, or the feminist
movement, can speak to many of
their concerns. The hope is that
people can become radicalized
through such services, that they
can begin to see the connection
between one specific need and
other needs, and finally to
understand the deeper causes of
their troubles.
Service work can strengthen
our own politics as well. By
struggling with what it means
concretely to provide feminist
day care or socialist medical
care we can better understand
the implications of our own politics. And, by gaining a more
specific understanding of :tow
capitalism, racism, and sexism
hurt people, our own commitment
to our politics can deepen and
become less intellectualized.
Finally, of course, our reason
for providing services must be
because we care about doing
something immediate in response
to the damage done by the system
we want to change - as a way to
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demonstrate, to ourselves as
well as to others, that society
can change and that we are not
stuck with the present mess.
But these fine arguments for
movement service deli very often
fade before the very real
strains that arise when we try
to actually provide services in
a political framework. One feminist health radical described
the root of such problems:
I wanted to do feminist
health care because I wanted
things to change for all
women in every way, and
heal th seemed an important
place to start. But once I
started doing this I became
overwhelmed with the imnediacy of health issues and found
it hard to think about all
the other issues. Or if I did
try to think of bigger things
it seemed to get in the way
of daily work. Sometimes as a
collective we would decide to
read feminist theory, but
there was never time. And
sometimes I felt like I just
needed to know more about
health in order to do a better job.

tion of closing down its service
centers whenever the Union is in
crisis, only to have them start
up from scratch again when each
crisis ends.
Service work is also hard
because of the need to make
movement services reflect movement values - we want revolutionary breakfast programs, feminist counseling, and socialist
health care. Yet what it means
to provide such services is not
clear. Democracy issues and
questions about the meaning of
specialization arise. Is it feminist to have a nurse provide
only nursing services,
for
instance? Decision-making problems emerge again and again,
with the added pressure that
they affect the receivers of
services. If my political collective cannot decide about the
"party question," we can keep
discussing. If my service collective cannot decide on a fee
schedule, someone may not get
medical care. So the internal
practical and political pressures of doing service work are
especially intense.

•
When I had been a full-time movement person,
running.from one study group to the next organizational
meeting, I hadfelt terribly unconnectedfrom the real lives
and real issues ofnormal people.
•
Sometimes
this
tension
erupts organizationally, with
one faction accusing the other
of losing sight of political
goals, or conversely, of not
being concerned about quality
service. Most often it just
seems to play itself out in an
on-going individual and collective anxiety about the meaning
of service activity. Because of
this anxiety, times of political
crisis leave movement service
workers particularly vulnerable.
If we are already confused about
the political meaning of our
work, and a big issue ( like
abortion funding) comes along,
how do we justify our work? The,
UFW, for instance, has a tradi-
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To a larger degree the
political problems with providing services are heightened by
outside pressures. Money is a
constant issue. Few of us can
estimate how expensive it is to
operate the least expensive service, or how time consuming and
demoralizing fund raising can
be. Even keeping an office open
and staffed with one worker to
help with problems like welfare,
unemployment, or general hassles
- as the Farm Workers do - can
be amazingly costly. And the
pressures and demands to please
potential donors can place
severe political strains on a
group.
Furthermore, it is very hard
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to resist the outside pressures
regarding the nature of service
delivery. Many working-class
people may want and expect any
day c~re, health care, or community service center to look
"respectable"; there may be
expectations that doctors "look
like doctors," for example. As
political people we have to
examine our own values and
determine how style and public
presentation reflect our politics. Feminist self-help programs, for instance, seem to
have overcome some of the pressures to "look like other health
clinics" by involving women
immediately in their own care;
but other services still feel
the necessity to "compete" with
traditional services.
Finally, even success may
cause difficulties. Too much
publicity or fund-raising success may make it harder to maintain political goals, or may so
overload the work required that
staffing requirements force the
loosening of political ties
among the group.
Since the early seventies,
many groups have evolved through
the worst tensions, or those
which did not do so have simply
stopped functioning. Our notions
of collective work and political
responsibility seem to have
matured, especially among feminist groups. Also, the political
climate has changed. The revolution seems less close to many of
us, so there may be less of a
sense that we should be at the
barricades instead of providing
services. Also, the party and
pre-party formations which characterize the Leninist left today
do not seem to encourage service
activity, therefore many of the
most intensely "political" people are not involved in the
debate at all.
Some lessons from our

experience.
All of these conditions may
make us more able to think about
how we can provide services better as part of our political
work. There are some small
lessons which seem useful and a
couple of broader political considerations which seem impor¼L 1, #250

tant. First, the desire to provide services does not mean that
we should necessarily provide
all services as political struggles. Providing feminist health
information and education may be
a useful enough service. It is
legitimate not to choose to open
a clinic or hospital. Sometimes
the most basic services, like
serving as an information source
and advocate in regard to existing services, are important
enough and if performed well are
surely better than more extensive services which may be poorly performed because we could
not handle the implications of
delivery.
It is also important here to
choose services which clearly
point out the ills of our present society, not just any service activity. For example,
al though retarded people may
need care, it makes far less
sense for the left to provide it
than for us to support homes for
battered women or services for
those who are poor.
We should also not overestimate our capacity to do service work. We need to acknowledge that we are political
exactly because we do not
believe in short-term solutions
as the primary way to change
society. Therefore, we must recognize that we will need outlets
for our political energy which
will go beyond service work. We
cannot force ourselves to do
counseling 60 hours a week, or
to spend our lives with children
in day care. By recognizing the
needs for balance in our lives
we can strengthen our commitment
to both the service work and to
our broader political goals.·
We can fight the sense of
overwhelming work to be done
with the institution of an
exchange concept in our service
work. We can ask that anyone who
receives our services provide
something in exchange - help
with phone calls, attendance at
a community meeting, or some
other relevant activity. The
Farm Workers do this, and it is
embedded in feminist self-help
thinking. A major criticism of
capitalist social services is
that they are patronizing - that
.....,Resist Newsletter

Typewriters for
Prisoners
The Typewriters for Prisoners
Project (funded by Resist and
carried out via the Prison Book
Program) is once again seeking
typewriters to donate to prisoners
who are ·doing organizing work on
the inside. If you have a typewriter
to donate (perhaps that old one in
your closet that hasn't seen the light
of day since you got a word
processor), please consider us. We'll
have it cleaned and repaired
(through the services of Cambridge
Typewriter Co., in Arlington, MA),
and send it to someone who can
put it to good use. Call Larry at
(617) 524-0553 if you have •
typewriter to donate.
If you are a prisoner and would
like to get a typewriter, please write
to us (sorry, we cannot accept
collect calls), and tell us about the
work you are doing, why you need
a typewriter, and any regulations
we need to know about in order to
send it to you. We receive a lot of
requests, and are able to send only
a limited number of typewriters:
our first priority is to prisoner
organizations and prisoners
involved in organizing projects, in
contrast to individuals who need a
typewriter for personal use. Write
to: Typewriters for Prisoners, c/o
Prison Book Program, 92 Green
St., Jamaica Plain, MA 02130.
they treat people as victims. If
we find ways to involve people
in the politics behind our service work, then we are likely to
have a far less detached view of
the services. Dolores Heurta, of
the UFW, described the issue
very aptly:
We need to organize people by
our services, not just take
care of them. Sure, we will
help them · out, but part of
that help is to get them to
see the importance of the
Union, of the rrovement. So we
continued on next page
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Politics and Service
continuedfrom_ page five
ask them to help us so that
we can help others, not just
them. It's hard at first, but
in the end, people don't feel
so grateful, they feel a part
of the Union because they
have done something for it,
not just gotten something
from it.
While this approach may be hard,
it seems to be a part of many
successful service efforts, and
helps service groups to avoid
the sense that they are no
different than other welfare
services.
Most important to the whole
effort, however, is the quality
of broader politics we bring to
service work. If we bring an
outlook which says our whole
lives are political, then we are
not likely to become so confused
about the implications of service work. Feminist politics,
particularly, have stressed the
importance of women's daily
lives, so that concentration on
health or day care needs is not
remote from a central political
analysis. More narrow traditional left politics, however, tend
to view service work only as a
recruitment device, not as valuable political work in itself.
When issues of daily living are
not seen as political, then all
of the internal and external
pressures mentioned above become
much more crucial.
Similarly, service activities need to be consciously
political. Movement service
workers sometimes mention the
pressures not to raise political
issues, not to offend. To give
into such pressures means that
the movement effort loses its
integrity, as well as its ability to withstand comparison to
more highly funded, established
services. Women should appreci ate a feminist counseling service exactly because it is feminist,
so
that
issues
of
credentialing, or funding uncertainties, can be better understood and supported. The Farm
Workers have discovered that the
more their service efforts are
connected to the Union, the more
receivers of service are willing
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to help out and participate in
the service; while the more the
service center resembles a wel fare department service the more
likely the worker is to make
simple demands upon the program.
What this means for poli ti cally motivated service efforts
is that, indeed, there is no way
to avoid the political implications of service work. Even if
the politics of our movement

rent system. Finally, if done
well, political service work can
bring new people to understand
the meaning of radical politics
in an immediate and expansive
way, not as only an abstract
series of precepts, pamphlets,
and "correct thought."
•

Ann Withorn is still working on labor
and women's issues, now as a Professor at
the College of Public and Community
Service at the University ofMassachusetts
in Boston. She is still involved with Radical America, and will have a short
"response" to this article in the next issue
ofResist.

themselves do not explicitly
justify services, the need to
present services in as strong a
light as possible demands that
service work be viewed politically. Especially today, when
there are few service activities
that cannot be found in some
form elsewhere (day care, health care, referral, or counseling),
it is critical that a service
activity initiated for political
reasons declare itself as such.
A feminist or socialist rationale may be the main attraction
of a particular service, and to
deny it in the hopes of attract~
ing unpolitical new people is to
undermine the very purpose of
the political activity. In other Everybody's News
words, whether it was the Black
Muslims, the Farm Workers, the continuedfrom page one
Panthers, or the Women's Health tension that developed when Latina
Movement, all the most successwomen felt discriminated against by
ful .s ervice activities I studied
were those which were most Anglo women who didn't take the time
up-front and clear about their to really listen when they spoke English
very slowly, or the exclusion felt by an
politics.
Where does all this leave African American woman eating lunch
us? Obviously, there is more to with three women speaking Spanish.
be said: about the complexities We wrote in the introduction to the
of collective work; about the
paper, "None of this came easy, but we
politics of funding choices;
confront more now and we laugh more
about how to incorporate a
than
ever."
political perspective into the
For the majority of the women who
substance, not just the appeal,
of service activity. It would be produc:ed Everybody's News, both writing
important if we started communi- itself and participation in a multiculturcating with each other about al .group were new. And the experience
what we have found helpful and demonstrated how transformative each
what have been clear trouble
can be. Below is an excerpt from the
spots. To me it's important,
throughout all the discussions introduction to the paper, taken from
and frustrations, to keep the notes on a conversation some of us had
sense that service can be .Qm as we neared publication:
very important way of living a
political life. It can help us
On Being in a Multicultural Group
avoid the revolutionary intellectualism which keeps us from Florence M: You know, Im not shy, but
having real awareness of human
even those of us with our boldness
needs and the costs of the cur-
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wondered how it wouU work at first.
Laura: There was a hoUing back at first.
Diana: I was afraid. I had to speak more
English, meet people .from other cultures. I was aftaid I won't understand
what other people sa,
Leslie: I thought, "Im not going to be a
.friend with this lmly, Im never going to
be her .friend. " So, now I am hanging
out with people speaking English-broken English, but I am!
Florence M: Even in my building, it's
mixed, but it's not like here, one-onone. All my life I cleaned offices and
homes. Now I started thinking about
how, like Constanza says, it's a lot of
Spanish speaking people.
Laura: In the beginning, I think mor.:
things were different between us. Now
it's like, yeah, some of us may have a
job, and others don't. But we may not
have it tomo"ow. Maybe the boss won't
like our accent.

On Writing
Leslie: I thought. "OK, girl This is a big
mess you put your foot in. "
Laura: Maybe everyone was a little hesitant when we started. I mean, I
learned defeat for most of my childhood. I hated to write all those years.
Then it was like, "Hey, Im going to
writing class at 10:00 today. " And it
was a comfort zone.
Florence T: Reading each other's words,
you find out things you wouldn't normally know about each other. I myself
wrote things I don't always feel comfortable telling people up .front. Maybe
we all did. Violence was one of our
biggest categories when we started
grouping the articles together.
Julia: My way of dealing is to distance. I
mean especially when you're on welfare,
if you deal with stuff every day, it's
overwhelming. I don't want to say
there's no hope for change, but you're up
against so much. Distance is one way of
surviving. So writing about something
close was hard.
Florence M: We try to disassociate because
it hurts too much.
F/,orence T: But sitting home crying about
my brother being killed is one thing.
Writing about it is different. It was like
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my mind was running. The pen sometimes kept going. I got so much more
out on this paper.
Fl.orence M· Yes! I was feeling guilty about
my son's drug use. Writing about it
made me realize it wasn't me.
Florence T: Once I started to write and I
said, "Read this, "I didn't feel like I was
so alone.
Dottie: There's very little written about
poverty .from our perspective. About the
things you're forced to do, like lying.
Other people assume they know what
we have to go through. But it's not
authentic.
Leslie: Im sending the paper to Honduras
and New York and telling them, "/
wrote this in the United States!"
Dottie: We talk about needing success stories for the paper. This paper is a
success story.

Survival News aims to reframe the
way social services, and the people who
receive them, are perceived by providing a forum - and it is one of a very
few - for low-income people to publish their articles, poetry and graphics.
It has been cited by Soda! Policy as one
of the best political action newsletters
in the country.
Most of the newspaper's Board
members are present or past recipients
of AFDC, General Relief, SSI, Social
Security and food stamps. Children of
Board members join the Board and
contribute actively, and the Youth Page
is edited by the 16 year-old daughter of
a Board member. Believing that it is
crucial to include older people in coalitions to improve the social welfare system, Survival News publishes a "Social .
Security Solidarity Page" which features
news about Social Security and SSL
Seven thousand copies of the paper
are printed and distributed by subscriptions, and they are dropped off to shelters for the homeless and for battered
women, welfare offices, neighborhood
health clinics, public housing developments, and state and community colleges. Over half of the subscribers are
on welfare and the remainder are advocates and allies.
We are hoping to design another
project that would take place in the
Resist Newsletter

same atmosphere of confrontation and
collaboration, the recognition of commonality and difference, that was creat-

ed by Everybody's News. It would bring
together welfare workers and welfare
claimants, through a joint project with
Survival News, Local 509 SEIU and the
National Association of Social Workers.
Often the struggle to hold onto your
children, or to remain in college as you
continue to receive benefits, is waged
against the woman on the other side of
the desk. And some of the latter are
ready to quit their jobs because they
can't bring themelves to do the punitive
things expected of them. In this project,
poor women would stand on equal
footing with the D.S.S. workers who
have the ability to take their children
away. Paradoxically, these workers often
see their own low status as linked to
that of the people over whom they have
this power. The project is designed to
provide the participants with an opportunity to talk and write together in
order to explore the failure of these
"helper/helpee" relationships. They
would publish a special issue of the
paper to document their attempts at
bridge-building and to describe the
problems as they see them and the sys- _
temic and personal solutions they are
developing. The challenges in implementing such a project will come not
only from the historic pain of these
relationships, but also from practical
obstacles. For example, we had hoped
the welfare workers would receive
release time from their jobs in order to
participate. This has turned out to be
impossible, so they will not be available
during the day. The women who are
receiving welfare will find it hard to
leave their children in the evenings.
Overcoming these kinds of hurdles may
be as important as the project itself in
clarifying where our struggles lie.
Until now, a certain "helper/
helpee" dynamic has been a part of Survival News itsel£ Much of the production was done by the middle class
Board members who had the computers and the training to do it. Articles
came from both low-income activists
and progressive social work professors;
continued on

next page
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Everybody's News
conflicts arose, for example, when the
latter submitted lengthy book reviews
which the former wanted to reject. This
dynamic may exist within many of the
other organizations RESIST funds,
those doing international solidarity
work on behalf of South Africa, for
instance, or ESL programs run by Anglos for Central American refugees. But
the interactions between "helper" and
helpee" are beginning to shift as groups
like Survival News make an effort to
recognize and address the tensions
upfront.
With Everybody's News, control of
the paper was entirely in the hands of
the eleven women funded under the
special project. As a result of the project, Board members of Survival News
(two-thirds of whom are poor either
because their wages are low or because
they are receiving some form of public
assistance) have decided that the most
important goal for the paper now is to
develop a group of low-income women
with the skills to publish it themselves.
In fact, the Board has decided not to
publish an issue until they have the
funds to pay for the training, stipends
and wages to makes this possible. Survival News has now raised almost
enough money to train the women who
published the last issue in the additional
skills needed to produce a newspaper.
Last year, the project focused on writing
and basic computer skills. With the
new funding, the women will learn how
to use a data base to maintain subscription lists, grant writing, advertising,
design and distribution.
In addition, the paper is raising
money so that a new beginning group
can form in which participants can
develop their writing skills and learn
word processing. Members will come
from each of the four organizations,
with the addition of The United Community Action Program of the Church
of the United Community in Roxbury
(UCAP). UCAP's work focuses on
recovery from substance abuse, welfare
rights and prison rights. It works in
coalition with other recovery groups in
Boston, and the recovery community
envisions having its own newspaper.
Page Eight

UCAP sees its involvement in Survival
News as a way for people to develop the
skills and confidence they need to begin
their own publishing project.

Florence: When you're on welfare, no
one says, "Good job, your son's woking good." But kt my chi/,d go in
raggedy sneakers and they'll say,
"Oh, she must be on drugs, " and
someone will report you to D.S.S."
Julia: If someone walks into a middle
class person's house and it's messy,
they'll saJ "She must be very busy. "
But kt them come in my house and
they'll saJ "Lazy-ass welfare mother. "
Fwrence: But then, ifyou look nice
and your house looks nice, something must be wrong. Everybody's
like, "Where'd she get the money to
do that?"
We live in a climate in which, more
and more, being poor is equated with
being unfit for motherhood. Where the
social services purportedly designed to
help poor people instead make them
feel their lives are constantly being
monitored. In this climate, some lowincome women are coming together to
talk across their differences and publish
their stories in order to change the
meaning ascribed to their lives. Right
now, the articles in grassroots publications like Survival News are needed all
the more to remind us of the political
importance of changing the social welfare system, and the positioning of
women within it.
•

Rachel Martin is a writing teacher
and Project Coordinator for Survival
News. She also facilitates staff devewpment in the teaching ofwriting.
Survival News subscriptions cost
$10.00 for an individual and $25.00 for
an organization. Write: Survival News
102 Anawan Avenue, W. Roxbury, MA
03132. For more info, call (617) 3274219.

Excerpt from Everybody's
News: A Special Issue of
Survival News

•

I do my wash in the bathtub most
weeks. My hands hurt from the water
being too hot or cold and the soap
sometimes give me a rash. The clothes
take a long time to dry because I can't
seem to wring them tight enough. The
house looks like a sight with them
hanging all over the place. There's
always more to do. They never get dean
enough for my liking. But worst of all is
the embarassment of having a teacher
pull me aside on teacher/parent day and
tell me she was concerned about my
son wearing dirty undershirts and
things to school. She felt some of them
were "play clothes." When she told me
this my knees went weak. I wished my
face didn't turn red so easy. I could not
hide my embarassment, feeling like a
piece of shit for her to feel it necessary
to check up on my apparent neglect.
She pointed out to me that her understanding of my son was that it was very
important that he have friends and be
accepted. And that his clothes were
causing problems for him.
I sat there like the idiot or loser she
must have thought I was. I could not
find the pride in myself to tell her that
in fact I did wash his undershirts but
did not use bleach as the clothes were
mostly third generation hand me
downs, and bar soap didn't always get
the stains out, and I had sore hands
from arthritis so squeezing the dirt out
of their things wasn't always successful.
I felt like anything I said was just an
excuse for not doing what was only
right for my son. Deep inside me I feel
this is true. I sometimes choose between
bus fare or laundry, food or laundry,
sanitary products, toilet paper, toothpaste, deodorant or paying to do the
laundry in a washer with real laundry
soap, somehow getting it the three
blocks to the laundromat. I was afraid
she might call D.S.S. on me, and that
even if I told them the truth, they
would say, "You're neglecting your chidren's needs."
Laura Walker

•
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sure the state to enforce child support
laws; a leadership development campaign to encourage women to seek state
office, serve on local boards and commissions, and educate and register voters; an on-going literacy program for
women living in public housing; and
a community organizing project in
Roosevelt Village, a low-income community of predominantly Black single
women with children.
The group seeks to continually
re-establish a public, visible presence
that brings attention to the barriers all
women face. To that end, they bring
women as speakers, witnesses and presenters to public events, press conferences and hearings to provide mutual
support, something that has not always
been present in the past in South
Carolina, especially between Black and
white women. Examples of this process
include organizing, testifying, and
educating public officials about marital
rape and other forms of domestic
violence.
Last spring the Consortium held
a two-day retreat focusing on the roles,
expectations and responsibilities of the
Board and strategic long-range planning for events and actions, community
outreach, political work, and structural
development.
RESISTs grant went toward this
Board development training for the
group's staff, board, leadership team
and members.

R2N2 - Reproductive Rights
Network - Boston,
Box 686, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130.

Boston R2N2, the Reproductive
Rights Network, formed in 1979 in
response to the increasing threats to
women's reproductive freedom and the
awareness that poor women and
women of color were bearing the brunt
of the attacks. Boston R2N2 has always
viewed efforts to erode abortion rights
as part of a broader attack on the reproductive rights of all women and men.
The group has organized around sterilization abuse, the need for adequate
¼L 1, #250

health care, child care and economic
·s upport for working and parenting
women, and gay and lesbian liberation.
When the National Network of R2N2
folded, the Boston group continued to
work locally on these issues.
In all of its activism and educational work R2N2 strives to link the various
reproductive rights issues to each other
and to other struggles for liberation.
The group has focused on access to
abortion both because of the immediate
threats to these rights and because of
the centrality of abortion rights to
women's lives. R2N2 wants to preserve
and strengthen these rights for all
women, and to include in the reproductive rights agenda the issues of sterilization abuse, gay and lesbian parenting
and foster care rights, and occupational
health hazards.
Recently R2N2 has focused on
increasing community awareness of the
range of assaults on reproductive freedoms. Last fall the group joined with
Women of Color for Reproductive
Freedom, the Disabled People's Liberation Front and other groups to produce

The 1993 War Resisters League
Peace Calendar

Children
of War,
Children
of Hope
Youth and Resistance
The children of war who have
experienced the worst violence
become great signs of hope when they
find the courage to speak out and join
hands with one another. Their
messages are carried in this datebook
along with the work of internationally
acclaimed artist Mary Frank.
Full color.
5 112 x 8 112, spiral bound
SJ 2.95 each/four for S-18.00
Order from:.

War Resisters League
339 Lafayette St NY, NY 10012

a conference entitled "Norplant, RU486 and Depo-Provera: Expanding
Women's Choices or Increasing Social
Control?" This conference sought to
spur discussion about race and classbased promotion of these reproductive
technologies.
This past winter the group organized another event, a forum entitled
"Invasion of the Body Snatchers,"
which explored the increasing criminalization of pregnant drug-addicted
women, sterilization abuse, attacks on
abortion rights, and continuing paucity
of institutional attention to women's
health care. R2N2 has also kept up
clinic defense, directly confronting
Operation Rescue in their attempts to
dose down abortion clinics.
R2N2 has recently become concerned that availability of abortion
services are declining in Massachusetts.
Fewer and fewer gynecologists are being
trained in abortion procedures, and
only 13% of residency programs
nationwide require training in first
trimester abortions. Many hospitals in
Massachusetts that once provided abortions no longer do so. R2N2 wants to
go on the offensive against this "invisible" assault on reproductive rights,
which affects women's access as dramatically as restrictive laws do. The group
plans to demand that institutions teach
abortion procedures as part of the gynecological/obstetrics curriculum, and
provide abortions. They also want to
encourage the training of other practitioners, such as midwives and physician
assistants, in abortion procedures.
RESIST's grant will be used to
produce a special edition of R2N2's
newsletter focused on this issue. The
newsletter will be part of a campaign
that is expected to include: boycotts
of hospitals not offering abortion or
restricting access; other publicity highlighting lack of access; and an organizing drive with health practitioners to
pressure institutions and spur training
of non-doctors.

Please include payment with order.
Allow 4 weeks for delivery.
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In each issue ofthe newsletter we
highlight a few recent grants made to
groups around the country. In this issue
we feature grants to women's projects.
The information in these briefreports is
provided to us by the groups themselves.
For more details, please write to them at
the addresses included here.
ProChoice Coalition of East
Tennessee,

P.O. Box 11708, Knoxville, TN 37939.
The ProChoice Coalition of East
Tennessee (PCC) formed in the late
summer of 1989 as a direct response to
the U.S. Supreme Court decision in the
Webster case, which gave states the
power to restrict abortion rights. The
PCC is an umbrella organization which
unites nine local and regional groups
and more than 700 individuals working
to preserve and extend reproductive
rights in the state. Over the past three
years members have organized a number of projects including publication of
a quarterly newsletter and registration
of more than 200 pro-choice voters.
Letter-writing parties are a staple activity of the coalition, resulting in at least
one adamantly anti-choice Congressman acknowledging that his pro-choice
mail has increased. Several times a year
the PCC runs educational advertisements in local papers and on billboards.
During the summer of 1991, the
PCC sponsored an educational pro-

gram on sexuality, women's health, and
reproductive freedoms to groups of
low-income women in East Tennessee.
Cooperating with area abortion
providers, the PCC has developed a
set of guidelines for a Women in Need
Fund to provide financial help to
women seeking abortions. The PCC
promotes the issue of choice in its
broadest sense, identifying freedom of
religion, values, and beliefs as applying
to all individuals regardless of age, race,
income, sexual preference or disability.
Because the PCC recognires that severe
restrictions on abortion rights are
imminent in the state, its current priority is a statewide campaign to replace
anti-choice legislators and to lobby for
the protection of reproductive choices.
The Voter IDEA project will Identify, Educate, and Activate pro-choice
voters throughout the county - it is
based on a model developed by the ProChoice Resource Center in White
Plains, NY. The project involves phonebanking voters in selected districts to
identify pro-choice voters, and then following up these calls with mailings and
phone calls to alert voters to pro-choice
candidates in their districts. From the
point of view of the PCC, pro-choice
candidates are those who are uncompromising in their support of reproductive choices for women, including support for Medicaid funding for abortion
and unrestricted access for minors.

RESIST's grant was used to purchase computer equipment to help
identify and contact pro-choice voters.

South Carolina Women's
Consortium,
P.O. Box 3099, Columbia, SC, 29230.

r------------------------------------Join the Resist Pledge Program
7
We 'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist ·Pledge. Pledges account for over
25% of our income . By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed and
. h dependable
'Id source of income
.
on wh1c we can bm our ~rant makmg
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
you, and the groups we fund count on
us.

continued on page nine
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Yes! I would like to become a Resist 1
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$_ _ _ _ / ~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly, bi-I
monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). I
• my p1e dge con t ra"b ut·10n 1
O E nc Iose d 1s
I
of $_ _ _~
I
1

•

I can't join the pledge program just I
now, but here's a contribution to sup- I
port your work. $._ _ _ _
Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j

l

I
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
City/ State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :

Resist
One Summer Street, Somerville , MA 02143 • (617) 623-5110
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The South Carolina Women's Consortium (SCWC) was formed in 1987
to help build a women's constituency in
the state. The Consortium grew out of
a series of meetings held in different
parts of the state and bringing together
women from different cultural and economic backgrounds. The group included professional women with a background of working for women's rights;
single women with incomes below
$8,000 who worked in pink collar jobs
and in the tourist industry; counselors
and social workers; women whose
activism began with the civil rights
movement; and women working for the
rights oflesbians and gay men. About
sixty percent of the membership are
people of color.
The SCWC's principal goal is to
develop an effective and inclusive constituency of women working for social
change in the state. To get there, the
group is attempting to create and use
methods that enable women to build
trust and cohesiveness, develop skills,
and focus on projects that directly effect
their lives.
Among those projects are a statewide child support task force to pres-
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